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Abstract
A series of laboratory experiments were carried out in a flow measurement flume of rectangular compound
cross section to investigate the eect of the throat width and step height on the values of modular limit
and the drowned flow reduction factor. Nine dierent models made of Plexiglas were tested in a horizontal
flume for large range of discharges. The calculated modular limits were related to relevant parameters.
Modular limit values as high as 95% were obtained. Small margins in the available head dierence can cause
extremely high submergence ratio, which makes the precise discharge calculation impossible. For practical
purposes, modular limit value can be computed for a known throat length and measured head, h1 from
related gures.
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Bilesik Kesitli Dikdo¨rtgen O¨lcme Kanallarnda Modu¨ler Limit
O¨zet
Bilesik kesitli dikdo¨rtgen o¨lcme kanalnda bir seri deney yaplarak bogaz genisligi ve esit yu¨ksekliginin
modu¨ler limit ve ile dalms aks azaltma fakto¨ru¨ u¨zerindeki etkileri incelenmistir. Yatay bir kanalda degisik
debilerle pleksiglastan yaplms dokuz model u¨zerinde deneyler hazrlanmstr. Hesaplanan modu¨ler limit
baz parametrelerle ilgili klnmstr. %95’e varan modu¨ler limit degerleri elde edilmistir. Kesin debi hesabn
imkanszlastran, ku¨cu¨k yu¨k farklar cok yu¨ksek dalma oran yaratabilir. Pratik amaclar icin, modu¨ler limit
degeri belirli bir bogaz uzunlugu icin o¨lcu¨len yu¨k h1 ve verilen graklerden hesaplanabilir.
Anahtar So¨zcu¨kler: Ack kanal, dalms aks, Modu¨ler limit, bilesik kesitli o¨lcme kanal
Introduction
Studies of flow measuring structures in open
channels, such as broad crested weirs and long-
throated flumes of dierent cross sections have been
reported by various investigators (Bos 1977; Bos
1978; Bos and Reinink 1981; Bos, Replogle and
Clemmens 1984; Bos, Clemmens and Replogle 1984;
and Clemmens and Replogle 1986). In all these
studies theoretical analyses were followed by experi-
mental investigations to obtain relations between hy-
draulic and geometric parameters.
In this study a flow measurement structure
having a symmetrical rectangular compound cross-
section proposed by Gogus and Altnbilek (1990 and
1993), which is a combination of a long-throated
flume and a broad-crested weir, was experimentally
studied. Laboratory tests were conducted on dier-
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ent models of the structure wih varying step heights
and throat widths. Eect of these variables on the
modular limit was investigated.
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Figure 1. Denition Sketch of the flume used in the Theoretical Analysis and Experiments.
Head-Dischare Equation
Long throated flumes have nearly parallel flow in
the approach channel where the flow depth is mea-
sured. Thus the pressure distribution is assumed hy-
drostatic and existing theory based on critical flow
is used. Fig.1 shows plan view, longitudinal prole,
head measurement and control sections of the flow
measurement structure.
The head-discharge equations for a flow measure-
ment flumes of rectangular compound cross section
were derived by (Al-Khatib, 1989) and herein only
the nal results are presented.
a) Case 1- h1  z and yc < z
This is the situation where flow occurs only
through the bottom part of the compound cross sec-
tion. Where h1=gauged head at the head measure-
ment section; z=step height; yc= critical depth of
water within the throat as shown in Fig. 1. Thus,
yielding (Al-Khatib, 1989; Bos et al, 1984)
Q =
2
3
Cdb

2
3
g
 1
2
H
3=2
1 (1)
where Q=volume rate of flow; Cd=characteristic
discharge coecient, b=bottom width of the control
section; g=acceleration due to gravity; H1=the total
energy head at the head measurement-section.
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b) Case 2.-h1 > z and yc  z
In this case the flow depth at the depth measure-
ment section, h1, is greater than z, but the critical
flow depth at the control section may be equal to z
or less than z. For this, Eq. 1 is utilised for discharge
calculation.
c) Case 3.-h1 > z and yc  z
In this case flow occurs through the compound
cross section over the total length of the flume. The
head discharge equation for this case is
Q =Cd:

g
Bup
 1
2
[bz +Bup

2
3
H1 − bz3Bup −
2z
3

]3=2
(2)
where Bup=bottom width of the upstream channel
Modular Limit
The dierence between the upper sill-referenced en-
ergy head H1 and the downstream sill-referenced en-
ergy head H2 is the available head loss over the struc-
ture. The ratio of H2 to H1 is known as the sub-
mergence ratio of the structure. For low values of
the submergence ration H2/H1, the tailwater level
and H2 do not influence the relationship between
the stage at the head measurement section, h1, and
the flow through the channel, Q, is called \modu-
lar" or \free". For high values of H2/H1, the flow in
throat can not become critical, hence the upstream
head is influenced by the tailwater level, and the flow
is called \nonmodular" or \submerged". The value
of submergence ratio at which the transition from
modular flow to nonmodular flow occurs is referred
as \modular limit". This limit is typically set as the
value of the submergence ratio at which the real dis-
charge deviates from the discharge calculated (Eqs.
1 and 2) by one percent.
For higher values of H2/H1, Eqs. 1 and 2 must
be expanded to read
Q =
2
3
f:Cd:b:

2
3
g
 1
2
:H
3
2
1 (3)
and
Q = Cdf

g
Bup
 1
2

bz +Bup

2
3
H1 − bz3Bup−
2z
3
 3
2
(4)
in which Q, is the discharge corresponding to the
submerged flow case and f is the drowned flow re-
duction factor, being less than unity.
When a flume is to be designed in the modular
flow range, the modular limit must be known. For
the tested flumes, the modular limit was determined
by applying the procedure given below:
The general relationship between Q and H1 for
any kind of flume was presented by Bos (1977) as:
Q(100) = kHu1(100) (5)
in which Q(100) is the discharge corresponding to
H1(100) which is the total energy head depth at the
measurement section for free flow case; k is a coe-
cient depending on the size and shape of the flume
and u is a dimensionless power depending on the
shape and size of flume being u=1.50 for a rectan-
gular control section Bos (1977). The value H1(101)
at which the calculated discharge, Q101, deviates by
one percent from the discharge calculated by Eqs. 1
and 2, then H1(101) is determined from the following
relations
Q(101)
Q(100)
=
kHu1(101)
kHu1(100)
(6)
from which
Hu1(101) = 1:01H
u
1(100) (7)
then
u logH1(101) = log[1:01Hu1(100)] (8)
where H1(101) is total energy head at upstream
head measurement section corresponding to modu-
lar limit. From Eq. 8 one can compute the value of
H1(101) and then
h1(101) = H1(101)− V
2
1
2g
(9)
where h1(101) is gauged head at the upstream head
measurement section corresponding to the modular
limit.
When the head at the head measurement section
becomes equal to h1(101) as dened by E. 9 due to
stepwise increased water level in the tailwater chan-
nel for a preselected discharge; therefore the submer-
gence ratio of the flow is same as the modular limit.
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Referring to the procedure described above
H1(101) and h1(101) values for the models used in ex-
periments were obtained from Eqs. 1 and 2 as
Q(101)
Q(100)
=
2
3Cdb
(
2
3g
 1
2 H
3
2
1(101)
2
3Cdb
(
2
3g
 1
2 H
3
2
1(100)
(10)
1:01 =

H1(101)
H1(100)
 3
2
(11)
which reduces to
H1(101) = 1:006656H1(100) (12)
and
Q(101)
Q(100)
=

g
Bup
 1
2
h
bz+Bup

2
3H1(101)− bz3Bup − 23z
i 3
2

g
Bup
 1
2
h
bz+Bup

2
3
H1(100)− bz3Bup 23z
i 3
2
(13)
which reduces to
H1(101) = 0:006656
bz
Bup
− 0:006656z
+1:006656H1(100) (14)
After determining H1(101) values from Eqs. 12
and 14 one can get h1(101) from Eq. 9. Then the
modular limit can be computed as it will be ex-
plained in the experimental procedure.
Experimental Apparatus
All series of experiments were conducted in a glass-
walled horizontal flume 11.0 m long, 0.287 m wide
and 0.70 m deep in the Hydromechanics Laboratory
of the Middle East Technical University.
The model shown in Fig. 1 was manufactured
from Plexiglas and placed to the midsection of the
main channel system. The original floor level was
raised by a =0.04 m and kept horizonal up to the
end of the throat length. Then the diverging transi-
tion was formed towards the tail water channel. By
doing this, an elevation dierence of a = 0.04 m was
obtained between the floor of test channel and the
invert of flume to avoid submerged flow downstream
of the throat.
The dimensons of the various models used in the
experiments are given in Table 1. The constant di-
verging trnsition slope (1 vertical: 3 horizontal) is
attained over the total width of the tailwater chan-
nel by keeping the length of the side walls of the
throat at required values.
Table 1. Model Dimensions
Model Types b B z Bup   Lent Lapp Lct Lthr Ldt
No Of
Models (m) (m) (m) (m) (degree) (degree) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
1 b1z1 .06 .10 .02 .287 166 173 .374 .60 .16 .18 .165
2 b1z2 .06 .10 .06 .287 166 173 .374 .60 .16 .30 .285
3 b1z3 .06 .10 .10 .287 166 173 .374 .60 .16 .42 .405
4 b2z1 .11 .15 .02 .287 166 173 .274 .60 .16 .18 .165
5 b2z2 .11 .15 .06 .287 166 173 .274 .60 .16 .30 .285
6 b2z3 .11 .15 .10 .287 166 173 .274 .60 .16 .42 .405
7 b3z1 .16 .20 .02 .287 166 173 .174 .60 .16 .18 .165
8 b3z2 .16 .20 .06 .287 166 173 .174 .60 .16 .30 .285
9 b3z3 .16 .20 .10 .287 166 173 .174 .60 .16 .42 .405
The symbols used in the description of model
types; bi and zi (i=1, 2, 3), correspond to the width
and height of the throat, respectively. The volumet-
ric flow rate was measured with a rectngular sharp-
crested weir mounted in the inlet box of the flume.
Two point gauges were used along the centreline of
the model for head measurements. The bottom ele-
vation of throat was adjusted as reference.
Experimental Procedure
For a selected model type a range of discharges which
could be obtained from the constant-head storage
tank of laboraory were examined. Depth of the flow
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above the crest level at approach channel was mea-
sured when the tailwater gate of the flume was fully
open (free flow measurements). For the same dis-
charge, the point gauge was set to the value h1(100)
(Bos and Reinink, 1981) which is the flow depth cor-
responding to 1 percent increase in free discharge and
using these procedures the flow depth was obtained
from the rating curve of the model. The tailgate of
the flume was then raised gradually until water sur-
face at the measurement section touched the point
gauge. At that moment, depth of the flow in the tail
water channel above the crest elevation was mea-
sured and the corresponding H2 and H2=H1 ratio as
a modular limit were calculated and nal results are
presented in the following sections.
Presentation and Discussion of Results
All of the measured and calculated quantities from
the experiments conducted in the course of this study
were given by Al-Khatib (1989). In the following sec-
tions results of experiments are analysed and sum-
marised.
Modular Limit
Variation of the modular limit H2=H1 for various
types of simple cross section flumes were analysed
by Bos (1977) and Boiten (1980, 1981, 1982) and
it was expressed as a function of the dimensionless
approach head to throat length ration H1=Lthr and
they found that there is a good relationship between
the modular limit and H1=Lthr ratio with values of
modular limit less than those obtained in present
study. Boiten (1983) has conducted many experi-
ments in a trapezoidal broad-crested weir concerning
the modular limit as a afunction of H1=Lthr ratio
which has been based on a large number of mea-
surements in the range of 0.16< H1=Lthr <2.00.
He found that the modular limit varies from 75%
for H1=Lthr = 0.4 to 65% for H1=Lthr = 2.00 for
a wide range of discharges (maximum to minimum
discharges ratio = 100) as shown in Fig. 2.
In eld measurements, it is better to relate the mod-
ular limit,H2=H1, with h1=Lthr. The reason for that
is not to know the value of the approach flow velocity
for a flow measurement structure of which modular
limit is to be found from the measured value of h1.
From a known throat length, Lthr , and measured
head, h1, one can compute the ratio h1=Lthr, then
from the gures relating the modular limit, H2=H1,
with h1=Lthr , one can easily nd the value of the
modular limit.
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between modulra
limit, H2=H1, and h1=Lthr for a constant throat
width but varying step heights for model type b3zi
(i=1, 2, 3). From the general trend of the data it can
be concluded that as the step height z increases for a
given value of h1=Lthr, the values of H2=H1 slightly
increase. For h1=Lthr values of greater than about
0.6, modular limit values vary between 0.80 and 0.95.
Since the variation of H2=H1 with h1=Lthr for other
types of models tested gave similar distribution to
Fig. 3, other related gures were not presented here.
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Figure 2. Variation of Modular Limit, H2=H1, with the
Total Approach Head to Throat Length Ratio, H1=Lthr ,
for Trapezoidal Broad-Crested Weir (Boiten, 1983).
The variation of modular limit with h1=Lthr for
constant step heights and varying throat widths
shows that as the b value increases, for a given
h1=Lthr, the modular limit slightly increases (Fig.
4). This situation was observed in all types of mod-
els tested. The modular limit values mentioned are
valid for:
0.29 h1=Lthr 1.02
1.1 b/z  8.0 and b0.11m
=166
=173 and downstream sloping face 1/3
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For practical purpose the submergence ratio of
the structure can also be presented in the form
of h2=h1. From the plots of h2=h1 values versus
h1=Lthr it was seen that all the data points of mod-
els bizi(i=1, 2, 3) showed similar trend as those given
in Figs. 2 and 3 with h2=h1 values varying between
0.77 and 1.00.
Submerged Flow
Figs. 5 and 6 shows the drowned reduction factor, f,
as a function of the submergence ratio S= 100H2=H1
for only two types of models (b2z2 and b3z3). f=0.99
corresponds to the submergence ratio which is equal
to the modular limit. The term QE given in Figs.
5 and 6 in the form of f=Q/QE is the discharge
calculated by using discharge equations of free flow
caes for H1 values of the submerged flow case. As
it is seen from these gures, f values decrease when
the values the submergence ratio increase. Higher
values of submergene ratio corresponds to less dis-
charge to be passed through the structure. In or-
der to determine the exact value of the discharge Q
when submergence ratio is greater than the modu-
lar limit, one has to know H2H1 ratio from which f
is determined. Then referring to Eqs. 3 and 4 the
submerged flowrate can be calculated.
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Figure 5. Variation of Submerged Flow Reduction Fac-
tor, f, with Submergence Ratio, H2=H1, for model b2z2
The curves plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 show the rec-
ommended mean value for the data obtained from
experiments. Following the trend of the recom-
mended mean value it can be stated that small mar-
gins in the available head dierence can cause ex-
tremely high submergence ratio, which makes the
precise discharge calculation impossible. Therefore
the error to be made in the determination of H2=H1
results in large amount of variaiton on the discharge
value. Because of this reason submerged flow should
not be encouraged.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
In this study, a series of laboratory experiments were
conducted to investigate the eect of throat width,
b, and step height, z, of flow measuring channels
of rectangular compound cross section on modular
limit and submerged flow. Variation of modular limit
and submergence ratio with dimensionless quantities
were analysed. From the analysis of the experimen-
tal results the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. For a known throat length, Lthr, and measured
head, h1, the ratio h1=Lthr can be computed, and
from related Figures, modular limit can be easily
computed.
2. Increasing step heights, increased the modular
limits slighly when the throat widths were constant
for same h1=Lthr. The same situation was also ob-
tained from increasing throat widths when the step
heights were constant. For h1=Lthr values greater
than 0.5, the modular limit varied between 0.80 and
0.95. This result makes the compound rectangular
cross sections a very suitable structure for measure-
ment of a wide range of discharge.
3. f values decrease when the submergence ratios
increase.
4. A small error in the determination of H2=H1 ratio
results in large amount of variation on the discharge
value. Therefore, submerged flow should not be rec-
ommended.
The following recommendations can be made for
future studies on this topic:
For future studies higher step heights than those
used in this study should be tested and the eect
of dierent downstream sloping face greater and less
than 1:3 on modular limit and submerged flow re-
duction factor should be investigated.
Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
A : cross sectional area of flow.
AC : cross sectional area of flow at critical
depth measuement section.
a = elevation dierence between the floor
of test channel and invert of flume.
B = bottom width of the approach
channel.
b, bi = bottom width of the control section
(i=1, 2, 3).
BC = top width of the flow at the control
section.
Bup = bottom width of the upstream
channel.
Cd = characteristic discharge coecient.
f = drowned reduction factor.
g = acceleration due to gravity.
H = total energy head.
H2=H1 = modular limit.
h = gauged head.
H1(100) = total energy head at upstream
head measurement section or H1
H1(101) = total energy head at upstream
head measurement section
corresponding to modular limit.
h1(100) = gauged head at upstream head
measurement section or h1
k = a coecient depending on the size
and shape o the flume.
Lapp = length of approach channel.
Lct = length o converging transition.
Ldt = length of the diverging transition.
Lent = length of entrance channel.
Lthr = length of throat in the direcion
of flow.
Q = volume rate of flow.
Q(101) = volume rate of flow corresponding to
modular limit, Q(101) = 1.01Q.
QE = discharge corresponding to
free flow case.
u = a dimensionless power depending
on the shape and size of flume.
V = average velocity.
y = water depth.
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yc = critical depth of water within the
throat.
z = step height.
Subscripts
1 refers to head measurement section
2 refers to downstream section
c indicates critical flow conditions
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